Man's progress toward what we consider enlightenment and culture has come through the refinements of analytical discrimination. Though Whenever I think of the dead weight of obscure words defining mystical metaphors, like "the group mind," whenever I consider the often equivocal sociological statistics which pass current as "educational psychology," or which impose I. Q.'s with a soothsayer's finality upon the ignorant and undiscerning, and whenever I contemplate the mountainous labors which produce the usually ridiculous mouse called "a coefficient of correlation,"
I pray for all the guidance necessary to avoid futility and dullness?enough analytic discrimination to make clear a few ideas, and the artist's choice of the best words in which to clothe them. "Orthogenics," "diagnostic teaching" and "clinical psychology" are three terms which I introduced into the literature of psychology and education?not without reluctance, for a novel terminology seldom makes new ideas more acceptable. These terms, however, I thought necessary in order to differentiate the personal examination of clinical psychology and the orthogenic treatment of diagnostic teaching from the group tests of statistical psychology and the class teaching of our public and private schools.
What passes current as educational psychology is for the most part a statistical psychology, from which the collective characteristics of conventional groups may be discerned, but not the discriminated characteristics of individuals, which are the concern of clinical psychology, diagnostic education, and orthogenics. Mathematical The form of a room in the ordinary house is a cube. It has six boundaries or sides?all of them rectangular in pattern. When any portion of space is oriented and explored, whether in imagination or in observation, as "extension" referred to a system of rectangular co-ordinates, and bounded by six planes of equal extent, the "form" is a cube. Every portion of space may be oriented as "form" and explored as "extension," a unit complex of particulars, defined by six boundaries also having form and extension, and described in numbers by reference to three constants of direction?the three dimensions of Euclidean geometry and physics.
Every form is one individual and indivisible form and also six coherent and component forms?a unit-complex?seven forms, defined by the criteria of pre-analytic orientation and exploration.
Every item of behavior, every element of personality, every performance, is a form of thought and behavior, oriented and explored as one individual unit-form, and also from six different points of view?hence seven universal categories of personality, thought and behavior. The pre-analytic forms of thought and behavior provide criteria of analytic exploration from which are derived the postanalytic categories of scientific classification. Every form of thought is a kind of performance, and every hind or class of performance is a form of thought. A post-analytic generalization of observed behavior implicates a pre-analytic generalization of interpreted behavior. The etiological explanation is woven into the mesh of teleological interpretation.
The universal room in which we live is a world of three dimensions defined by six oppositions of direction, and referred to a system of rectangular co-ordinates, because human thought is a form of three coherent forms, called "dimensions," defined by reference to six coherent but contrasting forms, which are the "criteria" of six universal categories of behavior.
All of man's discernible ability is a number of differentiated abilities, call the ability what you may?"general intelligence or "mechanism," "intellect" or "mentality," the "will" or the In the first column are the preferred names of the six universal categories of pre-analytic exploration. In the second column are differentia of performance defining these categories; in the third column, criteria of personality providing pre-analytic generalizations of human behavior; and in the fourth column, conventional synonyms in current usage. Philosophers who affirm that there must be only one universal category of behavior do not agree which is the one. For some, it is the "will," for others, the "soul." Some consider it to be "intelligence," others, "mechanism. '' Some call it'' mind,'' and others, '' 
